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AT THE
DOUBLE!

Jones takes another brace in Scotland
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INTRODUCTION
Our trip to Knockhill proved to be a massive hit with drivers who loved taking on the 
challenge of the twisting, undulating track. For many of them it was their first visit 
but they can’t wait to return.

It was the first Triple Header of the season with the middle of the 3 races lasting for 
20 minutes instead of the usual 15. This is a new-for-2021 feature alongside the 
separation of the ST cars from the other classes at all starts. Furthermore, 
competitors had the opportunity to take part in a free practice session first thing on 
Sunday allowing them to further unlock the secrets of the circuit.

It was a glorious weekend of warm sunshine and great racing!
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Qualifying set the tone for an intensely 
competitive weekend with the top 5 cars, all 
from the ST Class, covered by a third of a 
second.
Pole-sitter, Michael Blackburn reported his 
Fiesta was handling so well that it made the 
tricky rollercoaster ribbon of tarmac a doddle 
to drive. The set-up Michael thought would 
work proved to be spot on and he didn’t have 
to make any changes from the start of testing 
through into qualifying. Analysing the output 
from his data-logger from Friday, Blackburn 
calculated that a time in the 1 min 02.9s was 
theoretically possible but he didn’t believe he 
could achieve it however he had one mega lap 
when everything hooked up and he was only 
15 hundredths away from getting into the 
’02.8s.

Another who was surprised by his qualifying 
performance was the next fastest driver, 
Lewis Bowron. In the second session of 
Friday’s test day he had got to grips with 
both his car and the circuit – indeed he was 
able to pull away from his father, Lee – so he 
knew he had plenty of speed but didn’t 
expect to be so far up the order.
Although Friday’s testing was untimed, Chris 
Grimes believed he was quickest with a 1 min 
02.8 lap but it was a time he just couldn’t 
repeat in qualifying. Nonetheless, he was 
happy to be third against such competitive 
opposition and pleased to be on the pace 
having swapped the engine he used at Croft 
for the “sweet” unit he used last season.
In fourth was a slightly disappointed Sam 
Beckett. A  vibration  developed  on  his first 

flying lap, which he attributed to some pick 
up. This forced a pit-stop to be made to 
confirm that the problem wasn’t anything 
more serious and caused him to relinquish 
his prime track position from being the first 
out on the circuit.
Chris Jones loved the old school nature of 
Knockhill with its blind crests and tricky 
corners however he didn’t quite gel with the 
track during testing. He had good pace 
nonetheless and managed to carry this 
speed over into qualifying where he ended 
up fifth on the timesheets.
After the session Lee Bowron returned to the 
paddock with many questions to answer 
about his car’s lack of pace which meant he 
could qualify no better than sixth - further 
back than he expected.
One of his sons, Ryan, was next up in 
another car which wasn’t handling to the 
driver’s liking although, unlike his father, he 
had a very clear idea why this was the case. 
During Friday’s test day, he was in the 
wrong place at the wrong time when Mark 
Robinson suffered total brake failure. Mark’s 
pedal went to the floor as he approached the 
Hairpin at 100 mph and he was unable to 
avoid Ryan. Both cars suffered extensive 
damage.
The incident put Robinson out of the 
meeting although he hopes to have his ST 
rebuilt in time to compete at Snetterton. He 
was humbled by the offers of help he 
received to enable him to race at Knockhill – 
Paul Brettell offered the use of his car for the 

weekend while Mark Golding was prepared 
to drive up to Scotland with replacement 
parts.
Although the accident wasn’t his fault, 
Mark felt quite guilty about what had 
happened and helped with the repairs on 
Friday evening. Ryan was still working on 
his ST at 11 pm.
On the previous Monday, the front of Alex 
Causer’s XR2 was stripped bare and 
getting welded up. It took him and his 
father a few late nights to get everything 
ready for Knockhill but it was all 
worthwhile when he qualified as the 
fastest non-Class D runner in eighth 
overall ahead of Jason Hennefer who went 
well in his XR3i during testing on Friday 
and found even more time in qualifying.
While there was only 0.196 secs between 
Causer and Hennefer, such is the 
competitive nature of the series, there 
were 2 STs between them on the 
timesheets. These were driven by 
Tensport teammates – and car-sharers – 
Gareth Pilling and Richard Steele.
Pilling wasn’t due to be competing at 
Knockhill as this season he and Steele 
planned to use the same Fiesta at 
alternate meetings and he had been in the 
car at Croft however, as he’d never raced 
at the Scottish track it was an easy “sell” 
for team owner, Chris Grimes, to persuade 
him to have a run in the Tensport hire car. 
The pair were able to record lap times 
which were near enough identical with 
Pilling being just 0.085 secs faster.

Michael Blackburn’s ST was handling so well that his life behind the wheel was easy

Qualifying
EASY LIFE

Chris Jones loved the old school 
nature of Knockhill with its blind 

crests and tricky corners
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Alex Causer was fastest
of the XR entries
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Qualifying Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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Race 1

When the red lights went out for the first of 
the weekend’s 3 races, Chris Grimes had what 
he reported to be his best ever start. Chris 
had no idea what he did differently but 
whatever it was it caused him to shoot 
between the front row men – Michael 
Blackburn and Lewis Bowron.
He really was on fire and completed the 
opening lap with an advantage of over a 
second – this on a track that is only 1.2 miles 
in length! However, his second circuit was the 
complete opposite of his magnificent first 
because, due to a split second lapse in 
concentration, he missed an apex at the 

chicane which caused him to land heavily 
resulting in a trip through the gravel at the 
exit of the complex that ripped the nearside 
front tyre off its rim.
Grimes did his best to park out of harm’s way 
and chose the exit of Hislop’s but the officials 
decided they would be happier with the 
vehicle on the infield and so the Safety Car 
was deployed to enable it to be moved there.
With the demise of Grimes, Blackburn 
inherited the lead and he had Chris Jones 
right behind him. When the contest had got 
underway, the latter had moved up from fifth 
on the grid thanks to Lewis Bowron’s 

“average” start and Sam Beckett’s ”torrid” one.
Meanwhile, after qualifying sixth, Lee Bowron 
got his string out to check his wheel 
alignments in the paddock where he 
discovered his car had 15mm too much toe-
in. Fixing that problem in time for this race 
transformed his car and at the first corner he 
followed in Jones’ wheel-tracks to overtake 
his son, Lewis. However, at the next bend, 
Scotsman, Lee carried so much speed that he 
ran into Jones, giving him a “hurry up” tap on 
the back bumper!
The resulting loss of momentum allowed 
Lewis to get back ahead of his dad. The 

Bowrons were flying in formation now as 
Ryan had latched on to the back of his father 
and brother having passed Beckett. This was 
very impressive as the handling of his car 
was still awry following the accident in 
testing on Friday.
As soon as lap 2, Beckett had broken up the 
family party with a neat move on Ryan at 
Scotsman. Up ahead Lewis was all over Jones 
but couldn’t find a way by and then Lee 
surprised his son with an overtake at Clark’s 
to move into third following Grimes’ demise – 
the latter was just pulling off and triggering 
the full course yellow at the time of the pass.

LEADER OF THE PACK

Michael Blackburn kept himself at
the head of the pack to win race 1
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When the field was unleashed once more, it 
was Lee’s turn to put pressure on Jones. This 
came to a head at the chicane on the last lap 
when Lee got so close to Jones that he gave 
him another “love” tap. The impact caused the 
elder Bowron to get very sideways and the 
resulting loss of momentum allowed his son 
Lewis to overtake.
Lee fought back at the Hairpin but Lewis 
defended resolutely to hold him off …and it 
got worse for Lee, as his failed attempt to pass 
his son allowed Beckett to seize the moment, 
he went round the outside at the final corner 
and out-dragged Lee to the finish line, 
pushing him down to fifth.
Ryan brought his battered and bruised car 
home in sixth while a little more than a second 
behind him at the finish was Gareth Pilling 
who was delighted to be so close to the 
leading lights of the ST-XR Challenge at only 
his second meeting in the series.
No doubt Pilling would have been wondering 
how Richard Steele was getting on in the car 
the duo are sharing this season. The answer 
was that he was battling with a couple of 
drivers who made their debut at Croft in the 
shape of Mark Blunt and Jordan Shorrock. Both 
newcomers made good progress with their 
learning curves and finished ahead of Steele. 
Shorrock impressively lapped a second faster 
than he had done in qualifying.
With the help of Blunt and his mechanic, Chris 
Eddleston, Chris Rowlands was able to change 
the clutch on his car after qualifying. He then 
ran just ahead of Paul Brettell in this contest. 
Brettell managed to get ahead on lap 8 to take 
eleventh. After the Safety Car had allowed the 
XR cars to catch-up with the STs so early on, 
Alex Causer would probably have been 
battling with Brettell and Rowlands but when 
the green flags came out, he pushed a little 
too hard and spun at Duffer’s Dip.
He re-joined at the back of the field a few car 

lengths behind the other XR runners …but he 
wasn’t there for long! By the end of the lap he 
was right on the tail of Green (XR2) and 
Hennefer (XR3i) who ran side by side around 
the Hairpin with Danny Leigh’s XR3i a few 
lengths ahead, leading the category on his 
return to the Championship after a 4 year 
absence. He thought he was going to win this 
section of the race but, although there were 
only a quartet of XRs entered, they were 
incredibly competitive.
In Leigh’s mirrors Green, Hennefer and Causer 
ran 3 abreast down the main straight before 
the latter moved ahead of Hennefer at Duffer’s 
Dip. In front of them, Green was able to pass 
Ron Loffstadt’s ST and use it as a shield with 

Causer having difficulties in finding a way 
through. This allowed Hennefer to get back 
ahead entering Hislop’s.
Back to Square One, Causer eventually 
despatched Loffstadt at Scotsman on the 
next lap and set about catching the other 3 
XR cars once more. When he latched on to 
their tail, they were having a right old ding 
dong battle – pretty much 3 abreast down 
the main straight! …and Causer came close 
to passing all of them in one hit!
He passed the Escorts of Hennefer and 
Leigh then drew alongside Paul Green but 
the blue XR2 just managed to keep ahead 
in the braking area for Duffer’s Dip at the 
start of the last lap. This new running order 

didn’t last long as Green ran wide at Butchers 
and allowed Causer through to take a class win 
which was so hard fought that he celebrated as 
though it was the Monaco Grand Prix!
Green, who had been learning the track during 
qualifying, lost another place to Leigh on the 
final lap. Hennefer was next home following a 
very eventful race having been slow off the grid 
because he couldn’t see the lights before 
running wide at the chicane and nearly rolling 
his Escort. Finally, his engine lapsed on to 3 
cylinders in the closing stages.
Loffstadt was the final finisher after an action-
packed 15 minutes.

Lewis Bowron held off his father, Lee,
at the final corner to claim third

ETSL ST-XR Challenge: Knockhill, 12th & 13th June 2021
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Race 1 Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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Race 2

This was to be a 20 minute race with the XR 
cars starting ahead of the STs but before the 
field had even left the Assembly Area there 
was drama for Sam Beckett as his car refused 
to start. Eventually, he managed to get it 
going so that he could take his place on the 
grid.
When the red lights went out for the XR 
runners to get underway, some of the Class D 
drivers were a little trigger happy and began 
to move, in particular Ryan Bowron. This 
caused some other drivers further down the 
order to begin to go before their Saltire-
triggered start – possibly because they feared 

they had missed their cue to set off. All this 
resulted in Jordan Shorrock, Chris Rowlands 
and Paul Brettell receiving 10 second 
penalties.
Up ahead, Alex Causer had taken off like a 
scalded cat and his XR2 pulled away from 
Jason Hennefer (XR3i) as Danny Leigh in a 
similar car began a battle with Paul Green’s 
XR2 which would be a feature of the early 
stages. Leigh was ahead as Green tried his 
best to create a distraction in his mirrors by 
bouncing off every apex kerb on 2 wheels.
Chris Jones has now got the hang of 
launching his new-for-’21 ST off the line. 

From the outside of the front row of his 
section of the grid he blasted away to 
establish a clear advantage over Michael 
Blackburn while Sam Beckett was the third 
Class D car having made a much better 
getaway than the previous day. Behind him 
were a trio of Bowron’s – Lewis, Lee and Ryan.
Towards the end of the opening circuit, Lewis 
locked up at the Hairpin as he made a bid to 
pass Beckett. Meanwhile, Blackburn had 
closed in a little on Jones despite not pushing 
too hard as he was looking after his tyres.
Lap 2 and Lewis Bowron lost a place to his 
father, Lee, at Scotsman. The move forced 

Lewis off-line and the loss of momentum 
allowed his brother, Ryan, to draw alongside. 
They ran neck and neck through Scotsman 
before Lewis came out of the Arnold Clark 
Chicane ahead.
After a few trips through the gravel, Ryan 
dropped back and eventually these off-track 
excursions would cause an engine mount to 
break forcing his retirement. It also meant he 
wouldn’t start race 3.
There was better news for the Bowron family 
when Lee demoted Beckett at the Chicane to 
move up to third in Class D after what Sam 
described as a “mega move”.

Chris Jones had the
pace to win race 2

PACEY
JONES

ETSL ST-XR Challenge: Knockhill, 12th & 13th June 2021
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Jones, the ST leader, passed the battling XR 
cars of Leigh and Green on the entry to the 
Hairpin but those following couldn’t get 
through before the corner was reached which 
meant Blackburn, Lee Bowron and Beckett 
were all bottled up.
This situation only got worse as Leigh and 
Green ran side by side down the main straight. 
With the XR cars starting first, they were all 
battling for overall position rather than getting 
lapped.
Being at the front of the queue looking for a 
way by meant Blackburn had less space to 
accelerate out of the final corner thus Lee and 
Beckett both got a run on him – passing on 
either side.
With 5 cars trying to occupy the same piece of 
tarmac, there was inevitably some light 
contact as they crossed the grid hatchings… 
but there was more severe contact at Duffer’s 
Dip which saw Leigh fired off the road… as 
was Lee Bowron who went off a couple of 
corners later. It was good fortune that 3 of the 
5 cars continued unscathed.
All this mayhem left Jones with a fairly healthy 
advantage over Beckett and Blackburn but with 
Hennefer and Causer still to pass if he were to 
take the overall victory.
He demoted Hennefer at the Hairpin on lap 6 
but Causer was a different matter altogether 
as he was driving beautifully 5.8 secs down 
the road. Had the duration of this race been 
15 mins, Causer would have been the overall 
winner but in the final 5 minutes, Jones began 
to close in – all weekend Causer found 
Butcher’s a tricky corner and that is where the 
leading ST cars began to gain on him.
Beckett tried his utmost to catch Jones but the 
ST leader drove faultlessly. Possibly, Beckett’s 
only chance was that his quarry would be 
delayed when he caught Causer and his hopes 
must have been built-up when he realised this 

was going to happen at the Hairpin just as the 
XR leader was about to lap Ron Loffstadt. 
Fortunately, Ron was the perfect gentleman and 
moved well out of the way. Jones then powered 
through into the lead on the start/finish 
straight to take the overall win at the end of a 
long, hot race.
Beckett produced a carbon-copy of Jones’ pass 
next time through but then ran wide at 
Scotsman gifting the runner-up position back 
to Causer but the latter’s joy was short-lived 
because in the scrutineering bay his XR2 was 
found to be 4 kg underweight and he was 
disqualified from the results.
So Beckett was back up to second overall in the 
final classification with Blackburn third. After 
that early fracas on the start/finish straight, 
Blackburn’s engine began to lose power 
therefore he was more than happy with that 
result.
Beckett, on the other hand, had worries on his 
mind because, just like earlier in the Assembly 
Area, his car wouldn’t start when he came to 
leave parc ferme and it had to be pushed to his 
slot in the paddock. He wondered whether he 
would be able to take part in the final race of 
the weekend.
After his race 1 puncture, Chris Grimes had an 
epic race to finish fourth from the back of the 
grid. At the start of the contest, he had taken a 
quartet of cars in the first few corners before 
his team mate, Richard Steele, moved aside to 
let him through at the Hairpin. It then took him 
a few circuits to catch Mark Blunt who was 
battling with Gareth Pilling. Blunt decided he 
would make Grimes work for his position and 
retook his place at Duffer’s Dip after he had 
been passed at the Hairpin.
On the following lap, Grimes repeated the move 
at the final corner and this time he got enough 
of an advantage down the start/finish straight 
to prevent Blunt from fighting back and then 

the next time Grimes approached the Hairpin, 
Pilling moved aside to let his team leader 
through.
A lap later, Grimes got a good tow from Ryan 
Bowron past the pits to overtake Paul Green 
before demoting Ryan when he paid one of 
his visits to the gravel. Friday’s crash was still 
clearly making his car a handful.
The final two cars Grimes passed were Lewis 
Bowron and Jason Hennefer. Ordinarily, Lewis 
would have overtaken the XR3i man and 
motored away to dice with the leading Class D 
cars however his ST’s rear hatch sprang wide 
open. This raised the centre of gravity in the 
corners and produced lots of drag on the 
straights which meant he was evenly matched 
with Hennefer. It also allowed Grimes to deny 
him a fourth place finish by executing a “cut 
back” manoeuvre where he turned in late and 
sharp to get on the power early to give him 
more momentum down the following straight.
When Causer was disqualified Hennefer 
became the lead XR car in sixth overall.
After his spin early in the race, Lee Bowron 
got his head down to recover as much ground 
as he could. He caught Gareth Pilling at the 
final corner of the contest and then, on the 
exit, the two cars had a drag race to the finish 
line which Bowron won by just 0.16 secs to be 
classified seventh. The pair were followed 
home by Mark Blunt who had been about a 
second behind Pilling for the duration.
After an eventful race, Paul Green completed 
the Top Ten. He really enjoys how the revised 
starting procedures for this season mix things 

up. Over the final 10 laps, he had a big battle 
with Richard Steele. It was the usual classic 
ST-XR Challenge scrap with the light weight 
and LSD of the XR2 giving it an advantage in 
the corners and the ST having more power on 
the straights plus better braking thanks to the 
anti-lock system. Steele described it as the 
best racing he has ever experienced.
Things calmed down a little in the closing 
stages when Steele was caught by Jordan 
Shorrock and so he had to think about 
defending as well as attacking Green. The trio 
crossed the line in a blanket finish.
Steele had lapped almost a second faster than 
he had done in race 1 due to changes to his 
car’s wheel alignment that the Tensport 
Performance team had made on Saturday 
evening to reduce the amount of understeer 
he was suffering from. These were tested 
during the free practice session on Sunday 
morning which Steele found invaluable as he 
wouldn’t have risked making the changes 
without the opportunity to test them.
Shorrock had been on quite a come-back drive 
because, as he is new to racing, when he 
realised he had jumped the start, he stopped 
and waited for everyone to pass unaware that 
the 10 secs were going to be added to his 
finish time regardless of any mitigating action 
he took. The penalty dropped him behind 
Danny Leigh who recovered from being 
pushed into a spin earlier.
Behind Shorrock in the final classification were 
fellow start-line transgressors Chris Rowlands 
and Paul Brettell while Ron Loffstadt was the 
final finisher.

Richard Steele described his battle 
with Paul Green as the best racing 

he has ever experienced!
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Race 2 Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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Race 3

Excellent work in the paddock by Sam Beckett 
and his hard-working mechanic, Sam “Brains” 
Robinson, ensured the starting problem on 
his ST were resolved in time for him to take 
part in the final encounter of the weekend. A 
wire to his engine’s cut off system had an 
open circuit so it had to be replaced. Just to 
make sure, the plugs, coil and master switch 
were changed too. Beckett was most grateful 
to “Brains” and also to fellow competitor 
Richard Steele who lent a hand.
Michael Blackburn was another who had been 
busy making repairs following the earlier 
contest. His engine was now back running on 

full song.
From second on the grid, Beckett made his 
best start in an ST to date but the one Chris 
Jones made from pole was even better and he 
had an initial advantage over Beckett, Michael 
Blackburn and Lee Bowron. The latter had a 
good getaway to beat Chris Grimes to the 
first corner although Grimes wasn’t having 
any of it and grabbed the place back at 
Scotsman.
By the end of the first lap, Beckett had closed 
in on Jones’ back bumper as they approached 
the Arnold Clark Hairpin but Blackburn had 
also gained on Beckett. He was so close to 

the second placed man that he was able to 
dive down the inside. Beckett was held him 
off however. As this pair battled side by side, 
Grimes was able to get a run on them and 
took third from Blackburn down the 
start/finish straight.
With Jones being slightly slower through the 
chicane he couldn’t break away from the 4 
cars that were shadowing his every move. At 
the same time, he was defending beautifully 
when he needed to and not providing anyone 
with the sniff of an opportunity to pass.
A little further back, there was a change of 
position when Lee Bowron got ahead of 

Blackburn at Clark’s – throughout the 
weekend Lee had been able to carry more 
speed than anyone through this section.
At the end of lap 3, Grimes had a look round 
the outside of Beckett at the Hairpin while 
Blackburn looked down the inside of Bowron. 
Somehow there were no changes of position.
Next time through, Grimes had a look down 
the inside of Beckett but again he was 
repelled. On this occasion, Blackburn didn’t 
offer a challenge to Bowron and so the latter 
was able to get a run on Grimes down the 
start/finish  straight,  moving  up  to  third at 

Chris Jones drove faultlessly to take
his second victory in Scotland

FAULTLESS!
ETSL ST-XR Challenge: Knockhill, 12th & 13th June 2021
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Duffer’s Dip.
These antics allowed Beckett to break away in 
second while a big slide by Grimes exiting the 
Chicane also afforded third placed Bowron a 
little breathing space and put Blackburn in 
contention for fourth, a place he took a few 
laps later after some dry runs at the Hairpin. 
By this point, Grimes’ ABS had developed a 
fault which was affecting the braking 
performance of his car and costing a second a 
lap. Nonetheless, he enjoyed a good clean 
battle with Blackburn.
Fastest driver out there was Lee Bowron and 
he soon caught up with Beckett leaving 
Blackburn and Grimes to fight between 
themselves.
In the closing stages, Jones had to lift when 
one of the XR cars had a spin at Duffer’s Dip 
as he was about to lap it. This allowed Beckett 
to close right up on to the leader’s bumper 
and set up a tense final few laps especially 
with Bowron close behind in third. There were 
no changes of order at the front of the field 
however and Jones took his fourth win out of 5 
this season.
Behind the final podium finisher, Bowron, was 
Blackburn who pulled out a few seconds over 
Grimes. Michael had these reflections on his 
visit to Knockhill, “It was nice to get pole and a 
win (on Saturday) but the pace seemed to drop 
away over the weekend. Going backwards in 
the results each race is not a nice feeling but 
it’s a positive that the pace and speed is there 
somewhere, I just need to find it more often!”
Immediately after race 2 Gareth Pilling’s ST 
overheated and lost all its coolant. The 
Tensport Performance team had some work to 
do to get him on the grid for the final 
encounter of the weekend but they managed 
to complete it. Pilling ran a solid sixth initially 
but part way through the 15 minutes his 
temperatures started to rise thus he began 
short-shifting and looking to run in clean air 

to protect his engine. This meant he dropped 
away from the lead pack and into the clutches 
of Mark Blunt. The power unit held together to 
enable Pilling to just about retain his position 
but it will be checked before the ST-XR 
Challenge resumes at Snetterton in late July.
In Norfolk, Pilling was due to be back in the 
car he shares with Richard Steele however 
Tensport Performance has some work to do 
before this can happen as on lap 6 Steele lost 
control of the car at Duffer’s Dip and had a 
spectacular crash.
Steele had made a great start and pulled 
alongside Lewis Bowron however this put him 
on the wrong line for the first trio of corners 
which all flow into one another and by the 
time he reached the last of these, he was 
nowhere near where he should be and hit the 
sausage kerb hard which launched him onto 
two wheels. He lost quite abit of time but no 
places – he was still ahead of Lewis, that is 
until he was outdragged coming out of Clark’s 
corner and was demoted on the Railway 
Straight.
Lewis went on to finish eighth despite 
struggling to engage second gear. He had 
suffered the problem all weekend but it 
became worse in this encounter. It gave him 

difficulties particularly at the Hairpin so he 
concentrated on getting to the finish to 
collect points.
After his first lap “stunt driving”, Steele 
focussed on defending from Chris 
Rowlands. He had been struggling with 
understeer which he was managing by trail 
braking however the sixth time he tackled 
the first corner, he overdid this and lost the 
back end. Richard wrestled with the steering 
as he fish-tailed down the hill then he hit 
the gravel trap sideways and rolled.
For many people, being in a car when it 
turned over would be quite frightening 
however for Steele it is a sensation that he is 
quite used to as each December, between 
Christmas and New Year, he gets together 
with his friends to deliberately roll cars!
Following his race 2 penalty, Jordan 
Shorrock started a few places further back 
than he would’ve expected although a great 
start put him back where he felt he should 
have been and, indeed, he was in position to 
outbrake Mark Blunt into the Hairpin at the 
end of the opening lap but Blunt retook him 
under braking for Duffer’s Dip. Shorrock 
tried to repeat the move at the end of the 
next circuit but couldn’t quite do so. He 

went on to finish ninth.
Despite starting with a 10 second delay, the 
first XR car home, which was driven by Alex 
Causer, took the final place in the overall Top 
Ten. After his disqualification earlier in the day 
because his XR2 was underweight, Causer took 
no chances this time. He filled his tank full of 
fuel and bolted axle stands to the floor. His car 
was 14kg overweight!
It didn’t slow him down as he finished more 
than 6 seconds ahead of his closest XR 
challenger which was the Escort of Jason 
Hennefer with the two STs of Chris Rowlands 
and Paul Brettell between them.
Hennefer had enjoyed a good dice with the XR2 
of Paul Green until the latter spun at Duffer’s 
Dip. This meant Danny Leigh was promoted to 
third in the XR category in his Escort and Ron 
Loffstadt wasn’t the final finisher this time as 
Green came home behind him.
Loffstadt was one of the few drivers who had 
previous experience of the fabulous circuit that 
is Knockhill albeit that was some 18 years ago. 
For him, the travel time to and from home was 
7 and a half hours in each direction however 
he had a very enjoyable weekend.

Gareth Pilling drove Tensport
Performance’s hire car
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Race 3 Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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